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Series 2 Examination 2008

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
Level 2
Tuesday 8 April
Subject Code: 2041
Time allowed: 2 hours 30 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
•

Answer all 3 questions. You should only answer one option in question 1.

•

All answers should be correctly numbered, but do not need to be in numerical order.

•

There is credit for correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.

•

You need to communicate appropriately.

•

Check your work carefully.

•

You may use an English or bilingual dictionary.

2041/2/08

3

ASE 2041 2 08 1

QUESTION 1
Write on ONE of the following options:
Option (a)
Setting
You are Head of the Finance Department at Hydesville Engineering Company. Some members of staff
in the Direct Sales Department have a laptop computer provided by the firm.
This year the taxation laws have changed and now all firms have to guarantee in writing to the taxation
authorities that the computers issued to staff are “mainly” for work purposes and that any private use
is “minor”. You are worried that staff do not know about the change in the law or that you are
responsible for making sure that the new regulations are obeyed. You decide to write a memo to all
members of staff in the Direct Sales Department explaining the change in the law.
You decide to use the memo to remind the staff of some other matters regarding the Company’s
laptops. Here are your notes:

Laptops – keep safe – not on view in cars etc. On trains, buses etc keep them safe.
THEFT

DAMAGE

LOSS

Firm is insured BUT ... “reasonable care” needed.
Repairs etc ONLY through Hydesville.
Leased/hired for 3 years – can be bought (for personal use) at end of lease.
Any problems with computer – tell Hydesville Technical Department – NOT ME!

Task
Write the memo.
(Total 40 marks)
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QUESTION 1 CONTINUED
Option (b)
Setting
You work in Berlin for a firm called City Tourismus, which helps travel agents from all over the world to
organise holidays in Berlin. At a recent meeting of the Publicity Committee, the English-speaking
group had the following discussion:
Anja

I think we should write a new leaflet to send to all our English–speaking clients.

Dieter

Why?

Anja

Well, you know that we organise tours of Berlin by coach ...

Dieter

Yes … but a lot of tourists prefer to go sightseeing without a guide or a coach.

You

Exactly. That is why Anja and I want to write a leaflet explaining the Berlin Tourist Travel
card. Tourists can use our public transport system with the card.

Anja

Don’t forget the Berlin Museums and Art Galleries card … free entry … to nearly all our
museums and art galleries … the famous Pergamon Museum … German Historical
Museum … the New National Gallery …

You

… and we can offer discounts to our clients if they buy the cards through us …

Dieter

I’m convinced!

You agree to write the leaflet.
Here are some notes that you and Anja make to help you.
CITY TOURISMUS
Berlin Tourist Travel Card

1 adult = 14 euros (for 48 hours) 1 child = 3 euros
1 adult = 18 euros (72 hours)
1 child = 4 euros
bus/tram/underground/city railway - (whole of Berlin - anywhere) (Just show the card.)
FREE map of Berlin

vouchers for shows, restaurants etc (some = 50% discount)

DISCOUNT on cards (10 or more cards) = 5%

phone OR email FOR DETAILS

Berlin Museums and Art Galleries Card = free entry - 3 days - most museums/galleries (80 of them!)
(DAYS MUST follow on from each other eg Thursday, Friday, Saturday OR Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday etc)
CARDS

1 adult = 12 euros 1 child = 5 euros

(All prices are lower than anywhere else.)

EXTRA DISCOUNT (10 or more cards) = 5%
City Tourismus Marketing -

phone us OR email

Telephone + 49 (0)30 8468 7337

Postal address = City Tourismus Marketing GmbH

Email sales@ctm.de

Am Stichkanal 12 D - 14326 Berlin

Task
Write the leaflet.
(Total 40 marks)
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QUESTION 1 CONTINUED
Option (c)
Setting
You work in a hotel in your own town or city. This month’s magazine “Hotel Business” announces a
competition for articles about what it is like to work in the hotel industry. Successful articles will be
published in the magazine and prizes are offered. Part of the announcement reads, “It is likely that the
winning entries will be interesting to read and be 4 to 5 paragraphs long.”
You decide to write an article for the competition.
Here are some notes of ideas you may wish to include:

varies from quiet to busy

tiring/satisfying

different people

children/adults

holiday/business

work not noticed

service

all staff work together

customer satisfaction
(I may want to add other ideas and/or miss some out.)

Task
Write the article.
(Total 40 marks)
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QUESTION 2
Setting
As Manager of Pymble Hotel, Sydney, Australia (telephone 9948 58679), you receive this letter:

16 Sydney Road

Port Macquarie 2444

New South Wales

5 April 2008
The Manager
Pymble Hotel
Wanganella Street
Sydney
20000
New South Wales
Dear Sir or Madam
Monthly Booking by New South Wales History Society
As you know, the NSW History Society has a permanent booking at your hotel for the second Thursday of every
month. The contract between NSW History Society and Pymble Hotel clearly states that you will provide a room
for our meeting from 7.00 pm to 8.00 pm and dinner for our members and guests at 8.30 pm.
Other arrangements include:
-

The room for our meetings and for the dinner will be separate from rooms used by your other
guests and visitors.
The price charged may be changed with the agreement of both Pymble Hotel and NSW
Historical Society.

Last month the room in which our meeting was held was much too small. Additionally, the meal was served in
your main restaurant where other diners were eating.
The food was of your usual, high standard but our Treasurer thinks, because of the unsuitability of the meeting
room and the lack of privacy for our dinner, there should be a 25% reduction in your bill for last month ie we
should pay A$600 instead of A$800.
I look forward to your response.
Yours faithfully

John Weston
John Weston
Secretary NSW History Society

You ask for comments from the Assistant Manager, Miss Rachel Squires. She says, “It was not our
fault. The NSW History Society had its meeting in the same room that it uses every month.
No-one from the Society told us that last month was a joint meeting with the New South Wales Arts
Group ... instead of the usual 20 to 25 members, I had to try to cope with almost twice as many
people for the meeting and for the meal ... that is why they were in the main restaurant ... The choice
was no dinner or use the restaurant. Mr Weston agreed to the meal being served in the restaurant ...
if anything they should pay more for the extra work they caused.”
You decide to write a letter to Mr Weston offering to meet him to discuss the problems, but not
agreeing to a reduction in the bill.
Write the letter.
(Total 30 marks)

2041/2/08
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QUESTION 3
(Remember that in Question 3 you should use your own words whenever possible.)
Setting
You are the Education and Training Officer in a large, national firm. You read the following article in a
magazine. Write a list of the main points from the article so that you can refer to it when you are
planning the part of your staff development programme that deals with how to give a talk.

HAVE YOU BEEN ASKED TO GIVE A TALK? YOU MUST PREPARE FOR IT.
When you are asked to speak in public, the worst thing you can think is that you already

know all you need to know and you do not need to prepare. No matter how short the speech
is going to be, or how expert you are in the topic, you must prepare in advance. Without

enough preparation you may find that the stress of the situation or some small distraction
will cause you to forget what you are intending to say.

It can be embarrassing for everyone, if it seems that the speaker doesn't have an idea what
he or she is talking about. Research your material. Double-check your facts. Make sure
that your information is up-to-date.
Look for facts that are interesting and ways of expressing those facts that will keep your

audience’s attention. That does not mean that you must have a joke in the talk. Most jokes
are not worth telling and a joke that is not relevant to the talk is even worse! Worst of all is

that most of us are hopeless at telling jokes. Unless you know you are a brilliant joke-teller,
adding a joke to what you say may ruin an otherwise excellent talk.

Your speech will need to be fluent. Prepare your talk as you would an article for a magazine:
have a beginning, a middle and an end. Don’t wander from point to point; plan a logical

development for the ideas. However, just writing a speech isn't enough; you must be able to
speak it without reading it. If you're afraid that you will forget essential points, make notes
and refer to them but only when you really do need to do so. Nobody is impressed by
speakers who read every word from a handful of sheets of paper.

When you are giving the talk, you should make a point of looking at different people in the

audience, not always at the same person. If the idea of actually looking at people makes you
uncomfortable, then look above their heads rather than directly at their faces.

Even if there's a microphone, you need to be sure the people in the back row are able to hear
you as easily as if you were standing next to them. Don't shout; speak clearly and distinctly
so that everyone will hear what you have to say.

Task
Write the list.
2041/2/08
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Series 3 Examination 2008

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
Level 2
Thursday 5 June
Subject Code: 2041
Time allowed: 2 hours 30 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
•

Answer all 3 questions. You should only answer one option in question 1.

•

All answers should be correctly numbered, but do not need to be in numerical order.

•

There is credit for correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.

•

You need to communicate appropriately.

•

Check your work carefully.

•

You may use an English or bilingual dictionary.
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QUESTION 1
Write on ONE of the following options:
Option (a)
Situation
Mr Aldo Bracamontes, the Staff Development Manager at Cachet European Electronics, is worried at
the lack of attendance by staff at meetings. He says, “We have tried having meetings before work,
during work-time and after work. We have even tried having them at lunch-time, and providing a meal!”
He wants you to ask staff for their preferred time for meetings and to write a report on what you
discover. He says, “You will probably find it difficult to make recommendations, but please try to do so.
All meetings are important, especially those dealing with how we can offer suitable courses and
training ... I need the report as quickly as possible.”
You ask Heads of Department to discuss the problem with their staff and to tell you their preferences.
This table shows the results of the discussions:
Total
Number
of
Staff

Prefer
Meetings
Before
Work

Production

60

Administration

Prefer
Meetings
After
Work

Prefer
meetings
During
Work

No
Preference

0

Prefer
Meetings
at
LunchTime
0

0

60

0

25

5

20

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

5

Customer
Service

14

2

3

1

4

4

TOTAL

104

7

23

1

64

9

DEPARTMENT

Sales

You also note some comments made to you by the Heads of Department:

Head of Production:
Head of Administration:
Head of Sales:
Head of Customer Service:

“My staff think all meetings should be in the firm’s time.”
”My staff like working lunches – pleasant atmosphere –
informal. Meetings to discuss training and qualifications
are very important to us”
“We like to plan for meetings. We don’t mind when they are
held, but we need to know about them in advance.”
“Sorry. We all prefer different times.”

Task
Write the report.

2041/3/08
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Option (b)
Situation
You work in a career advice centre. The Career Worker Digest, a specialist magazine for career
advisers, has phoned and asked you to write an article for the magazine about what advice to give to
people to improve their chances of getting the job that they want. The editor of the magazine says,
“We prefer articles to be 4 or 5 paragraphs long.”
Here are some of the notes that you make:

RESEARCH – find information – general and about specific job.
If you haven’t got a job – get work experience – volunteer to help etc. Don’t sit around waiting for a job
to “come along”.
CONSIDER – a course – training – qualification
Apply for jobs! Prepare for interview.
PERSEVERE – if you don’t get one job – apply for another.
(I may want to add ideas for the article, and not use some of these.)
Task
Write the article.

(40 marks)

Option (c)
Situation
Thomas Feery, General Manager of Priority Personnel, says, “Some important letters have been lost.
This is happening too often! It is embarrassing when clients phone me and ask why we have not
answered their letters. I have to say, ‘I wonder if you can remind me of the contents of the letter’. Of
course, they know what that really means, ‘We have lost your letter ...’ It gives a very bad impression
of our firm ... We seem incompetent. So far, I don’t think we have lost cheques or money ... but how
long before we do? Yesterday, for example, I noticed an unopened envelope on the floor outside the
door to the Finance Department. It had a cheque in it ... only for a small amount, but it could have
been for hundreds of pounds. The same sort of thing is happening with phone calls: clients call, leave
a message and it is not passed on to anyone. It is forgotten or erased from the answer-machine. It is
not good enough! Will you write a memo to all staff telling them to be much more careful?”
You make the following notes to help you:
Letters – answer as quickly as possible – immediate response preferred – check in-tray! Don’t leave
letters there! Phone-call – give message yourself to the person who needs it – don’t ask anyone
else to give it to the correct person. You must do it. Take same care with cheques/money!
Task
Write the memo.

2041/3/08
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QUESTION 2
Situation
As Manager of Computer Supplies and Repairs, Drogheda, Ireland (telephone 041 98 37383), you
receive this letter:

16 Main Street

Collon

County Louth

Ireland

3 June 2008
The Manager
Computer Supplies and Repairs
Dundalk Road
Drogheda
Dear Sir or Madam
Compensation for Lost Laptop Case
On Tuesday, 6 May, I brought my laptop computer to your shop for repair. I was told that the laptop
would be tested and that someone would phone me before the weekend to tell me how much a repair
would cost.
After waiting for a week and not receiving a call from you, I visited your shop again on Wednesday,
14 May. Your assistant apologised and said that, because of illness and holiday entitlements, no-one
had been able to test the computer. I was promised a phone call and an estimate of the cost of the
repair by the end of the following week.
On Friday, 23 May, an assistant from your shop phoned saying the repair had been done and the cost
was 80 Euros. I said that I had not received an estimate but that, since the repair had been done, I
would visit the shop the next day to pay the bill and collect the laptop.
When I had paid, the laptop was returned to me, but its leather case was missing. One of the
assistants said that she remembered the computer had been in a leather case. She said she would
look for it and deliver it to me.
Since then I have not heard anything from you. The case was bought from you at a cost of 130 Euros.
If you cannot find the one you have lost, I expect full compensation.
All my family are customers of Computer Supplies and Repairs, and I must say that unless I receive a
full explanation of all the problems I have experienced recently at your shop, we shall have to consider
taking our custom elsewhere.
Yours faithfully

Patrick Bannon
Patrick Bannon
Your Senior Assistant, Miss Mary Donaghue says, “It’s true .. Mr Bannon’s family are excellent
customers. There were staffing problems in May ... sickness ... people on holiday. We could not cope!
We really should have phoned and kept our promises ... We did lose Mr Bannon’s case.”
You decide to write a letter dealing with all Mr Bannon’s complaints.
Task
Write the letter.

2041/3/08
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QUESTION 3
(Remember that in Question 3 you should use your own words whenever possible.)
Situation
You work in the Publicity Department of a large firm. The Head of Department has asked you to look
at the advertisements used by the firm and to make some simple suggestions on how to improve
them. You come across the following article in a magazine. Write a list of the main points from the
article so that you can refer to it when you are making the report to the Head of Department
Are your written advertisements losing money?
Of all the ways that a business can waste money, advertising is the most common way.
Stop any advertising that isn't working. That may sound obvious but you would be surprised at how
many businesses are using a particular advert just because it’s the one their business has always
used.” It has always been our advert. Why should we change it?” Often they don't really know whether
the advertisement is working. The advert may have stopped attracting customers but no one has tried
to find out!
This is silly. If your adverts are successful, you will probably want to increase the amount you spend
on them. If they're not successful, stop wasting money; try a different advertisement.
You will not know whether an advert is working unless you test and measure its effect. Too many
businesses just allocate a certain amount of money to an advertising budget, spend the money every
year…and they have only a vague idea of whether the adverts are working or not. If you want to find
out if you are wasting money, test your advertising. Conduct surveys, measure the response to the
adverts. If you do not have the expertise to do it yourselves, hire an expert.
When judging a new advert there are some very simple things to remember. In any advertisement the
most important part is the headline. The headline is either the heading that goes at the top of the
advert or, if there is no heading, it's the first words of the message. The headline needs to attract
people’s attention. If customers are not drawn to look at an advertisement, they simply will not read it.
You will have wasted your money.
The message of your advert should be a personal communication to the reader. It needs to be about
them. It must deal with their wishes, desires and fears and it has to communicate the benefits of what
you are offering.

Task
Write the list.

2041/3/08
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Series 4 Examination 2008

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
Level 2
Tuesday 18 November
Subject Code: 2041
Time allowed: 2 hours 30 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
•

Answer all 3 questions. You should only answer one option in question 1.

•

All answers should be correctly numbered, but do not need to be in numerical order.

•

There is credit for correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.

•

You need to communicate appropriately.

•

Check your work carefully.

•

You may use an English or bilingual dictionary.

2041/4/08
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QUESTION 1
Answer ONE of the following options:
Option (a)
Situation
The Customer Advice Agency (CAA) has its Head Office at 10 Stoneycase Lane, Aigburth, Liverpool
L17 6UU (telephone 0151 726 3434). CAA offers free advice on all issues to do with shopping: faulty
goods, price comparisons, where to buy products which are difficult to find etc. Its founder, John
Thrift, says, “CAA advises anyone and everyone on anything and everything ... as long as it’s to do
with shopping.”
You are the Senior Advice Consultant. A committee of senior advisers has been holding regular
meetings to plan a series of helpful leaflets that will be available at all branches of CAA. Here is part
of the discussion at a recent meeting of the committee:
Sheila

We need someone to write a leaflet for customers who need to complain about
something ... you know ... advising them how to do it.

You

Yes. It’s a question we get asked a lot, “How do I complain, if I’m not satisfied?”

Anne

What do you advise ... to write a letter?

You

Not at first; I always say that if they can talk to someone ... face to face is best ...
otherwise by telephone ... they may have a solution immediately and with little work. I
know what you are thinking – it sometimes fails. People get upset and the dispute
gets worse – but if they are calm, it is worth trying.

Thomas

If, it isn’t successful ... what do they do? ... Should they then write a letter?

You

Yes – and again it has to be calm and the tone must be as pleasant as possible.

Anne

Exactly – people who come for advice often show me letters they have already written
and it’s not a surprise to me when they say, “Do you know, I didn’t get a reply.” I am
always honest and say that I would not reply to a letter that is almost offensive.

You

I agree ... Additionally, the complaint must be clear. How can anyone do anything
about a complaint, if it’s not obvious what is wrong? It’s also helpful if there is a
statement telling what the customer wants as a solution to the complaint.

Anne

Like any other letter, it should be well-written – concise and in good English.

You

That is sound advice. Last of all, I usually say that customers should not give up and
if they are not satisfied with a response, they should write again ... Something else
that I advise is to try to find something they can praise. Even a single, very simple
word of praise can change the response into a positive one.

You agree to write the leaflet.
Task
Write the leaflet.
(Total 40 marks)

2041/4/08
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QUESTION 1 CONTINUED
Option (b)
Situation
You work in an import-export firm which encourages its staff to learn foreign languages. Mr Hans
Mullner, one of the directors, often says, ” We don’t care which language members of staff learn, or
how fluent they become. Any attempt to learn a language will help them in their career prospects.”
In the monthly magazine Learn The Language you see the following invitation to write an article for a
competition:

WHY SHOULD ANYONE WANT TO LEARN ANOTHER LANGUAGE?
“Will it help me to earn more money?” “Will it be of any use to me?”
“It’s not easy to learn a language.” “I can do my job without having to speak a foreign language.”
“If I don’t think that I shall ever visit a country, why should I learn the language spoken there?”
If you can respond to these questions and comments, and/or give other reasons why it is beneficial to learn
foreign languages,

WRITE AN ARTICLE
(4 or 5 paragraphs long)
and enter it in our competition.
The winning article will be published in this magazine and its writer will win a free two-week stay for two
people at our own language learning centre in Helsinki, Finland.
Part of the prize will be places on one of our famous, intensive one-week language learning courses
studying any one of the 12 languages that we offer.
The remaining week you and your companion will be free to enjoy the wonders of Finland
AT OUR EXPENSE!
You decide to enter the competition.
Task
Write the article.
(Total 40 marks)

2041/4/08
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QUESTION 1 CONTINUED
Option (c)
Situation
Miss Silvia Marinova, Office Manager of Popica Products (London Branch), has just returned from a
meeting of all the company’s office managers. She says, ” It was a marvellous experience; 36 of us
met at Head Office in Sofia, Republic of Bulgaria. Some important decisions were made ... all sorts of
things that I shall discuss with the staff later ... There is one, however, we need to put into operation
immediately ... well, as soon as we can... about emails and internet access. We agreed a policy about
the use of the office computers ... it is for all Popica Products offices ... all 35 branches and Head
Office. There are no exceptions ... It doesn’t matter what job a person has ... for example it includes
you ... and me! Will you write a memo to all staff telling them about the new policy? By the way,
Maria Atanosoff, Office Manager at Head Office, has made suggestions about who should be supplied
with a computer and every office having a computer available for general use.”
Miss Marinova gives you the following notes to help you to write the memo:
Miss Atanosoff’s suggestion:
"Don't give email and internet access to staff who don't need it to do their job. Instead, set up a
shared computer that they can use during breaks."
Agreed policy:
Policy – staff to sign (keep a copy and a copy to be filed)
Policy includes:

personal use of internet + personal emails FORBIDDEN
EXCEPT – break-time, lunch-time etc
COMPLETELY BANNED (at all times!) = personal emails to other people
in same office

Policy – reviewed each year ...Tell Miss Marinova any changes you want to be considered.
Policy will be in staff handbook (as soon as possible).

Task
Write the memo.
(Total 40 marks)

2041/4/08
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QUESTION 2
Situation
As Manager of Waterfield Supermarket you receive this letter:

32 Holm Avenue

Clevedon

North Somerset

BS21 6RY

14 November 2008
The Manager
Waterfield Supermarket
Bristol Road
Nailsea
BS48 2RL
Dear Sir or Madam
Excellent Products and Excellent Service
When we moved to live in this area of England a few weeks ago, we asked several of our new
neighbours which shop they recommended for our main shopping. Most said that if we wanted quality
produce and efficient service, your supermarket was possibly the best in the area. How right they
were!
As soon as we came in through the door, we were met by a very pleasant young man who welcomed
us, and swiftly cleaned a trolley which he then offered to us. He explained the layout of the store and
said that if we needed any further help, we should simply ask any member of staff. I don’t know his
name, but he was wearing a gold badge.
The range and quality of your goods were excellent, although I have to say that some items we
wanted you apparently do not sell. Your prices also seemed a little high.
Someone packed our bags for us and all we had to do was pay, since the bags of shopping were even
carried to our car. The person who organised all this service was the same one who greeted us ... the
one with the gold badge.
What a refreshingly pleasant experience shopping at Waterfield is!
Yours faithfully

Paul Hooper
Paul Hooper
You decide to write a letter in reply thanking Mr and Mrs Hooper and welcoming them. The gold
badge indicates a trainee manager. “I hope all my staff would act similarly ... but this sounds like Aldo
Kumari,” you say to yourself. “I’ll check his description with the Hoopers. Whoever it is, I’ll invite Mr
and Mrs Hooper to the presentation of our yearly prize for the best trainee manager ... but the winner
will almost certainly be Aldo. The presentation is in March next year. The newspapers will want to do
an article ... perhaps Mr and Mrs Hooper will be willing to have their photograph taken with the winner
of the competition.”
Task
Write the letter.
(Total 30 marks)
2041/4/08
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QUESTION 3
(Remember that in Question 3 you should use your own words whenever possible.)
Situation
You work in the Staff Training and Education Department of a large firm. You come across the
following article in a magazine, and you think it has advice that will be helpful in a talk you have been
asked to give about how to apply for a job.
Write a list of the main points from the article so that you can refer to it when you are preparing the
talk.

Does your résumé do you justice?
Some people know it by the name curriculum vitae (CV). Others call it a résumé. You all
know what it is, whatever you call it: an outline of your personal and job-related details that
you often send when you apply for a job. Can I tell something that you probably don’t know?
... Most CVs and résumés are terrible! They lose more jobs than they gain! That's not just
my opinion, although I've read nearly 15,000 résumés over the years and found faults in 8590% of them. It's also the opinion of most heads of personnel departments that I've spoken
to.
Where do most résumés go wrong? How can you avoid the typical mistakes that many job
seekers make?
Don’t use the same résumé for every job for which you apply. Modify it every time you use it
so it fits the particular job. Mrs Yolande Rahim, Head of Personnel at Gainsborough
Industries, said to me, “Unfortunately, job seekers can seem incompetent when they rush to
apply for jobs without targeting their résumés to the jobs for which they are applying. Most
applicants show that they have given no thought whatsoever to whether they are giving
information in their résumés that is suited to the job or even to the firm.”
Another fault with many résumés is that they are dull and unexciting. There is a saying that I
learned several years ago, “If they snooze, you lose. If they sleep, you weep.” It is very true
when you are applying for a job. If your résumé is tedious to read, you will probably not be
appointed!
Résumés become lifeless when you fill them with uninspired descriptions of jobs you have
done or uninteresting detail about yourself, your interests, your experience, your
qualifications. An easy way to reduce dullness in a résumé is to read it aloud to 2-3 friends.
If they are bored by what you have written, there is a strong chance that your potential
employer will find it equally uninteresting. Revise the résumé until it holds your friends'
attention all the way through.
Unless the information you have received about the job tells you not to do so, send a letter
with your résumé. (A letter of this kind is usually called a cover letter or a covering letter.)
The covering letter can demonstrate to the employer your interest in and knowledge of the
company, and draw attention to additional information that does not fit easily into a résumé.
Task
Write the list.
(Total 30 marks)
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